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כ-shorten: הספקונטיוליזה פנשה את ה נורוסיות

When Psychoanalysis Met Neuroscience
When Freud began to formulate his novel ideas, more than 120 years ago, he started as a neuroscientist and invested much effort to base his ideas on scientific foundations. More than one hundred years later and significant developments in psychoanalytic thought and practice, our seminar will juxtapose these concepts with new models and findings in neuroscience, particularly the more recently-developed field of social and affective neuroscience. We will discuss concepts from drive theory (unconscious, libido), defense mechanisms (splitting, repetition compulsion), object-relations theories (holding environment, good enough mother, transitional object, play), self theories (self, transmuting internalizations, empathy) and patient-therapist relationship (treatment alliance, transference) in relation to current model and findings in neuroscience (e.g., brain-to-brain theory, large-scale distributed neural networks, social brain). Our goal is to enable integration among two opposing worldviews in order to enrich clinical understanding and therapeutic action.


